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1  A NEARLY COMPLETE VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH TEXT FROM THE LIFE 
OF ST. TAURIN. (France: mid-to-late 12th century) 180 x 142 mm. (7 1/8 x 5 5/8”). Single 

column, 32 lines in Caroline minuscule. With one slightly larger than one-line initial in red. See: 
Herrick, “Imagining the Sacred Past: Hagiography and Power in Early Normandy.” Removed 
from a binding and thus with some moderate browning and soiling, a series of small holes near 
inner margin affecting a couple of letters, no more than a line or two of text cut away at the bottom, 
but the rest of the text intact and very legible, the ink dark and the script quite pleasing. $4,000

Featuring a pleasing late Caroline hand, this leaf contains text from the “Vita Taurinii,” a 
hagiography of St. Taurin (d. ca. 410), first bishop of Évreux, in Normandy. The author of the “Vita” 
is known as Pseudo-Deodatus, most likely an 11th century monk who falsely refers to himself on the 
present leaf as the godson of the saint (“Ego autem deodatus filiolus eius . . .”). Pseudo-Deodatus also places 
St. Taurin far earlier in the Christian chronology than we know to be true, claiming that, as a child, the 
future saint was left in the care of the second century pope Clement I and Dionysus the Areopagite (known 
as a disciple of St. Paul). The author goes on to describe St. Taurin’s journey to Gaul and the miracles he 
performed there--from casting out demons inhabiting a pagan statue to raising a young girl from the dead--
converting the local population in the process. A monastery dedicated to St. Taurin was erected in Évreux as 
early as the sixth century, but according to Samantha Herrick, his cult was especially promoted in the 10th 
and 11th centuries by the dukes of Normandy, helping them to “articulate an ideal image of Normandy’s 
past” and consolidate their power. Evidently the cult was still thriving in the 13th century when a large and 
ornate reliquary was commissioned by the abbot of Saint-Taurin to house the saint’s remains. The date of 
the parent manuscript from which our leaf originates coincides with this surge in popularity, making it a 
document of political and historic interest as well as an excellent paleographical specimen. (ST15768)
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2  AN ILLUMINATED VELLUM MANUSCRIPT LEAF WITH A SMALL 
BUT POWERFUL MINIATURE OF SAINT GREGORY, FROM AN 

ENGAGING LITTLE BOOK OF HOURS IN LATIN. TEXT FROM THE 
SUFFRAGES OF THE SAINTS. (Northern France [probably Paris],: ca. 1460s) 
130 x 98 mm. (5 1/8 x 3 7/8”). Single column, 14 lines in a fine gothic book 
hand. Attractively matted. The text similarly decorated as in the previous 
entry, but with the panel border on the verso inhabited by a long-tailed 
pheasant, the same side WITH A DRAMATIC MINIATURE (measuring 35 
x 33 mm.) OF SAINT GREGORY CELEBRATING MASS, the saint holding 
aloft the communion wafer WHILE THE FIGURE OF CHRIST RISES FROM 
THE ALTAR, BLOOD FROM THE WOUND TO HIS HAND CASCADING 
INTO THE CHALICE on the altar surface, the wall behind displaying the 
“Arma Christi,” Gregory’s doubting deacon kneeling behind him, and beside 
the deacon, a noblewoman recognizable as the owner of the Book of Hours. 
A little faint soiling near edges, otherwise in fresh, bright, and altogether 
pleasing condition. $4,000

Representing the most heightened of religious moments in general as well as a 
key point in the life of Saint Gregory specifically, this leaf features compelling 
actions being witnessed by the woman for whom this Book of Hours was made. 
According to the doctrine of Transubstantiation, the Communion wafer becomes 
the body of Christ once the priest blesses it with the words “this is my body,” and 
this dramatic transformation is revealed publicly at the moment when the wafer 
is raised; similarly, when the wine is blessed by the priest, it becomes the Christ’s 
blood, a transmutation that is obviously being symbolized by the spouting blood in the 
present scene. For Gregory (ca. 540-604), this miniature represents the occasion for 
gratitude toward God. Faced with doubts expressed by his deacon about the validity 
of Transubstantiation, Gregory had prayed for a sign that the doctrine was true, 
whereupon the bread was transformed in the deacon’s presence into Christ in the 
visible guise of the Man of Sorrows rising from the altar, clad only in a loincloth 
and displaying the wounds left by the Crucifixion (here, the wound on just the right 
hand suffices). The miniature is full of absorbing details, including the “Arms of 
Christ” (symbols from the Passion) displayed on the wall, the gold hatching and black 
embroidery on the altar cloth, the line of text and closure tabs on the Missal lying on 
the altar, and the architectural elements of the chapel (including a rooster standing on 
a pedestal, one more item in the “Arma Christi”). (ST12021-233)



The Special Illuminated Version of the Vast Arion Bible, 
One of the Outstanding Fine Press Books of Recent Times 

3  (ARION PRESS). BIBLE IN ENGLISH. THE HOLY BIBLE. NEW REVISED 
STANDARD VERSION CONTAINING THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS WITH 

THE APOCRYPHAL OR DEUTEROCANONICAL BOOKS. (San Francisco: Arion Press, 
2000) 470 x 356 mm. (18 1/2 x 14”). Two volumes. No. 131 OF 150 SPECIAL COPIES 
WITH HAND-COLORED AND ILLUMINATED ABSTRACT DECORATION OF THE 
INITIAL LETTERS, from a total edition of 400 copies for sale and 26 copies printed 
for presentation. Original bindings of violet crushed morocco boards, black morocco 
spine, and a thin strip of red morocco between, smooth spine with gilt titling. In a 
sturdy black buckram box with black morocco label. In mint condition. $9,500

This Bible is probably the single most important product of one of the most significant 
fine presses operating today, the Arion Press of San Francisco. Arion uses the letterpress 
equipment of the famed Grabhorn Press, type that is cast and composed on the premises, and an 
in-house book bindery--in conjunction with 21st century digital technology--to produce works 
crafted in the finest tradition of the private press movement. In the illuminated version we are 
offering here, this vast, handsomely produced work of Scripture is among a handful of the most 
impressive and notable private press books to be issued in recent decades. Created by Arion 
Press founder and publisher Andrew Hoyem and his crew of eight craftsmen, and printed and 
bound by hand at the press’ San Francisco workshop, this may be the last Bible to be printed 
by letterpress from metal type. Hoyem, who apprenticed at the Grabhorn Press, founded Arion 
in 1974 to continue the tradition of fine private press printing, and his output of 116 works 
has included a number of highlights, such as the 1979 folio edition of Melville’s “Moby Dick” 
illustrated with 100 woodcuts by Barry Moser, and the 2002 printing of “Paradise Lost” with 
accompanying portfolio of illustrations by William Blake. In 1989, he acquired Mackenzie 
& Harris, the oldest and largest surviving metal type foundry in the United States, and this 
division of Arion produced the 16-point Romulus type used in our Bible, a face described in 
the prospectus as characterized by “graceful lines and clarity of character recognition.” The 
red initial letters at the beginning of each book of the Bible were created by noted Adobe 
font designer Sumner Stone, and our copy is one of the specials in which the letters were 
embellished with abstract geometrical designs resembling panes in a stained glass window, all 
colored by hand and illuminated with burnished gold by Arion artists. In preparing this opus, 
Hoyem studied three of the great folio Bibles: the 1532 Latin Bible of Robert Estienne, John 
Baskerville’s English Bible of 1763, and the Oxford Lectern Bible, designed by Bruce Rogers 
and published in 1935. Arion’s is the only fine press lectern bible to be produced since the 
Rogers work, and it carries a great tradition of grand printed Bibles as well as fine typography 
and bookmaking into the 21st century. (ST15816-01)



In the Tackiest Binding We Have Ever Offered for Sale

4  (ARTIST’S BOOK). BICKNELL, LES. A FRAGILE WALK. ([Sproughton, 
Ipswich, England: 1990]) 298 x 210 mm. (11 1/2 x 8 1/8”). [24] leaves. No. 

TWO OF FIVE COPIES HANDMADE AND EACH DISTINCTIVELY BOUND BY THE 
ARTIST. Rustic thick wooden boards, upper cover with abstract geometrical design 
formed from pieces of copper or lead cut into various shapes and attached to the 
boards with metal brads, staples, or nails, green cloth spine with two leather yokes, 
four jute twine ties. Illustrated throughout with hand-printed color images, sometimes 
accented with attached objects of wood or metal. On handmade paper in shades of 
gray and green. In mint condition. $3,500

In a memorable binding with both visual and tactile appeal, this eccentric work by 
a leading contemporary book artist incorporates a variety of natural materials to 
explore and celebrate all things handmade. The components here include wood, metal 

cuttings and staples, jute twine, and thick, textured paper, while the overall design is 
consciously rugged, favoring raw edges and irregular shapes over anything polished or 
manicured. The contents are equally bold, featuring rustic prints that are often brightly 
colored and coupled with brief strings of words--never more than five to a page--in 
a heavy typeface. Throughout the book we encounter some unexpected items in the 
form of wood, twine, metal cut-outs, and the like, that emphasize the materiality of the 
object, always reminding us of how and of what it was made. Les Bicknell (b. 1963), a 
Senior Lecturer in Textile Design at the Norwich University of the Arts and a prominent 
book artist in the UK, says of his work in general and of this item in particular: “The 
book [is] a symbol of power and knowledge, a tool which communicates directly; it 
is a form that is understood in these terms. Repositioning its context and redirecting 
its purpose challenges these very notions.” Bicknell’s work has been collected by the 
Victoria & Albert Museum, the Bodleian, MOMA, the Yale Center for British Art, the 
Rijksmuseum, and other important libraries and museums. (ST15950)



5  (BINDINGS - MODERN, INLAID). KEATS, JOHN. POEMS. 
(London: [Printed at the Chiswick Press for] George Bell & Sons, 

1901) 208 x 132 mm. (8 1/8 x 5 1/4”). xxv, [5], 338 pp., [1] leaf. Introduction 
by Walter Raleigh. EXTREMELY ATTRACTIVE CONTEMPORARY DARK 
GREEN CRUSHED MOROCCO, LAVISHLY GILT AND INLAID, covers 
with outer frame lettered with verses from “Endymion,” wide inner frame 
densely stippled in gilt and tooled with floral vines bearing inlaid red 
morocco blossoms, the vines emanating from inlaid morocco hearts at each 
corner, central panel diapered in gilt, raised bands, spine compartments 
with inlaid and gilt floral spray on a stippled ground (covers and spine with a 
total of 107 inlays), gilt titling, CRIMSON MOROCCO DOUBLURES tooled 
with intricately entwined gilt floral vines framed by green morocco, leather 
hinges, crimson watered silk endleaves, all edges gilt. With illustrations by 
Robert Anning Bell, including double-page title opening, dedication, and 
three section titles, numerous vignettes in the text, and 20 full-page plates. 
Verso of front free endpaper with bookplate of Oswald Lewis, engraved by 
W. P. Barrett, the tail margin with the handwritten date “1923.” Spine 
uniformly sunned to olive brown (as nearly always with green morocco), 
a touch of rubbing to extremities, but a fine copy, the text entirely clean, 
fresh, and bright, and in a lustrous, scarcely worn binding. $8,500

Well printed, as one expects with any Chiswick Press product, this collection of the 
best-known works of one of the three great English Romantic poets is offered here 
in a binding with animated design and great aesthetic appeal. The text is highlighted 
with graceful and elaborate illustrations in keeping with the flavor of the poetry and with the 
creative principles of an era that produced the Kelmscott Press and other artifacts of the Arts 
& Crafts movement. Illustrator Robert Anning Bell (1863-1933) was also a stained glass artist, 
and Houfe suggests that his work in that medium may be responsible for his illustrations’ two-
dimensional quality and resemblance to woodcuts; Houfe also notes the influence of Walter 
Crane in the “rather long and angular figures without shading contained in decorative borders,” 
as seen here. Like the wood engravings, the unsigned binding is very much a product of the Arts 
& Crafts Movement. The elaborate frame is in the style characteristic of Riviere or Sangorski & 
Sutciffe, engaging our attention while the frame promises, “I will tell thee stories of the sky, and 
breathe thee whispers of its minstrelsy.” Inside the cover, the gentle green garden of the cover 
gives way to the boldness of the bright red doublure, with its vigorous gilt blooms. The passion 
of the poems is reflected in the energy of the binding, which is likely the work of a bookbinding 
student at one of London’s schools of handicrafts or an apprentice at one of the great binderies. 
Former owner Oswald Lewis (1887-1966), son of the founder of John Lewis department stores, 
was a barrister, bibliophile, and Conservative MP. (ST15720)



Shakespeare Finely Illustrated and Bound by a  
Gifted Contemporary Binder in the Style of Cobden-Sanderson

6  (BINDINGS - ANDREW SIMS). SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM. CHARLES ROBINSON, Illustrator. THE 
SONGS & SONNETS OF SHAKESPEARE. (London: Duckworth & Co., 1915) 252 x 180 mm. (10 x 7 1/8”). xiv, 

[2], 239, [1] pp. FINE NEW DARK GREEN MOROCCO, VERY ELABORATELY GILT, BY ANDREW SIMS (signed 
and dated 2020 on front turn-in), the binding TOOLED IN A STYLE INSPIRED BY T. J. COBDEN-SANDERSON, 
covers with gilt-rule frame, stippled cornerpieces sprouting leaves and three blooms, central spray of leaves and 
flowers dusted with tiny stars and dots, raised bands, spine gilt in compartments with floral spray, gilt titling, 
gilt-ruled turn-ins, publisher’s illustrated endpapers, all edges gilt. In the binder’s green cloth clamshell box with 
paper label on back. Title page with engraved decorative frame printed in sea green, two pictorial section titles, 
historiated initials, numerous small vignettes in the text, all printed in sea green, and 12 COLOR PLATES tipped 
in, each with lettered tissue guard, all designs BY CHARLES ROBINSON. Houfe, pp. 435-36. A BEAUTIFUL 
COPY, the binding new and the text with virtually no signs of use. $2,750

In a binding evocative of the Arts & Crafts Movement, this is a lavishly illustrated edition of the songs from 
Shakespeare’s plays, accompanied by the Bard’s beloved sonnets. Each poem is embellished by illustrator Charles 
Robinson with an historiated initial and a small vignette or other ornament in the margin, and 12 of the works have been 
interpreted in a color plate, including one that imagines the mysterious Dark Lady to whom numerous sonnets were addressed. 
A leading illustrator of the Edwardian era, Robinson (1870-1937) set out to study art at the Highbury School, but financial 
pressures forced him to abandon his studies and take an apprenticeship with Waterlow & Sons as a lithographer. The 
opportunity to design for Robert Louis 
Stevenson’s “A Child’s Garden of Verses” 
in 1895 gave him the career break he 
needed, and he went on to illustrate 
dozens of works. Houfe tells us that “his 
style was very decorative” with “flowing 
and imaginative scenes” influenced by 
Dürer, the Pre-Raphaelites, and Japanese 

prints, further noting that “his colouring and fantasy are often highly original, perhaps 
based on his lack of formal training.” Our obviously talented binder, Andrew Sims, 
trained with revered teacher Maureen Duke and with the highly respected restorer and 
period binder Trevor Lloyd. He opened his bookbinding studio in Wales in 2010, where 
he restores bindings from the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries and, when time permits, 
creates his own bindings inspired by the earlier periods. Our binding is an homage to 
one of the greatest of English bookbinders, Thomas James Cobden-Sanderson (1840-
1922), whom Nixon calls “the pre-eminent figure in the more recent history of English 
bookbinding, both as a designer of great originality, who rescued the craft from half a 
century of purely imitative work, and as a craftsman of outstanding ability.” (ST15999)



7  (BINDINGS - ZAEHNSDORF). SHAKESPEARE, 
WILLIAM. THE SONNETS AND SONGS OF 

SHAKESPEARE. (London: Arthur L. Humphreys, 1906) 188 x 120 
mm. (6 1/2 x 5”). 2 p.l., 204 pp. The Royal Library Belles Lettres 
Series. VERY PRETTY DARK BROWN CRUSHED MOROCCO, 
GILT, BY ZAEHNSDORF (stamp-signed and dated 1907 on front 
turn-in), covers with gilt-rule frame and elaborate cornerpieces 
of floral sprays on a densely stippled ground, raised bands, 
spine compartments with heavily stippled frame enclosing a 
lozenge containing a floral spring, gilt titling, turn-ins richly 
gilt, marbled endpapers, top edge gilt. First initial of each poem 
printed in red. Spine gently (and uniformly) sunned to a 
lighter shade (as is often the case with brown morocco), but AN 
ESPECIALLY FINE COPY, PRISTINE INTERNALLY, and in an 
unworn binding. $3,250

Virtually unchanged from the day it left the press, this charming 
collection of the Bard’s sonnets and the songs from his plays 
comes in a lovely, precisely tooled binding by one of the great 
English workshops. In his history “The Zaehnsdorfs (1842-1947),” 
Broomhead points out that “few firms of craft bookbinders . . . can 
claim an existence of longer than 100 years,” and throughout its 
history, the Zaehnsdorf bindery has continued to produce consistently 
attractive and innovative designs executed with unfailing skill. The 
immaculate condition of this volume suggests that it was a treasured 
gift appreciated for its beauty and never subjected to use. (ST15238)



Bodmer’s Celebrated “America,” a Gigantic 
Facsimile 

Made from the Original Plates, One of 
125 Copies, and with an Original Plate of 

Niagara Falls

8  BODMER, KARL. BODMER’S AMERICA. 
(London: Alecto Historical Editions, 1991) 765 x 

620 mm. (30 1/8 x 24 1/2”). No. 23 OF 125 COPIES. 
Loose as issued in five buckram folders inside a cloth 
solander box, paper labels. WITH 81 HAND-FINISHED 
COLOR PLATES, heightened with gum arabic. WITH 
AN ORIGINAL PLATE OF NIAGARA FALLS FROM 
THE FIRST EDITION LAID IN. One corner of the 
(heavy) box very expertly repaired, two-inch closed 
internal tear to title sheet seamlessly mended, other 
very minor signs of use to the box, but the portfolios 
and their plates as new, even the tissues guards in 
pristine condition. $35,000

Printed using the original engraved plates for “Travels 
in the Interior of North America in the Years 1832-34,” 
this is a splendidly produced facsimile of a monumental 
work on the American West that offers a very attractive 
alternative to the prohibitively expensive original. Swiss 
artist Karl Bodmer (1809-93) was working as a landscape 
illustrator when he was hired by the Prussian naturalist 
Prince Maximilian of Wied for an expedition to examine and 
describe the wildlife and Indian tribes of the American West. 
The men travelled up the Missouri River from St. Louis to 
Montana over a 13-month period, and Bodmer documented 
the landscape and people of the region in great detail. In the 
words of the website of the National Agricultural Library, 
“although Maximilian and Bodmer were not the first to explore 
the American West and record their observations, they 
were the first team combining a trained, dedicated scientist 
with an especially skilled illustrator, whose collaboration 
resulted in a work of unique historical, scientific, and 
aesthetic importance.” According to ANB, “for over a century 



Bodmer’s aquatints have been regarded as 
one of the most significant contributions to 
the iconography of the western frontier.” In 
his portraits of American Indians, Bodmer 
“achieved a level of accuracy and sensitivity 
that no other artist of the American frontier 
has ever surpassed. His work is particularly 
valuable for its detailed rendition of 
the Indians’ ornamentation, attire, and 
implements. Indeed, Bodmer was far 
superior to his better-known contemporary 
George Catlin, whose work lacks the Swiss 
artist’s fidelity and meticulous attention to 
detail.” In addition to depictions of native 
Americans, the “Travels” (the work was also 
produced in German and French) contains 
a number of memorable images of flora and 
fauna, terrain, frontiersmen, steamboats, 
and more. After the printing of the original 
editions, the location of the plates remained 
unknown until their rediscovery at Castle 
Wied in the 1950s; they eventually ended 
up being donated to the Omaha Joslyn Art 
Museum, which then collaborated with 
Alecto Historical Editions in London on 
the present spectacular reproduction. In an 
effort to achieve thoroughgoing authenticity, 
the work on our illustrations was done using 
the 19th century poupée printing technique, 
a laborious and exacting method involving 
the application by hand of multiple colors 
on the same plate. Copies of the original 
editions--which seldom appear in appealing 
condition--are now extravagantly expensive, 
costing hundreds of thousands of dollars. 
And copies of the present facsimile are rare 
on the market, with just one copy recorded 
by ABPC and RBH. The original price of 
the present facsimile in 1991 was $85,000. 
(ST12932)



9  DRYDEN, JOHN. DON SEBASTIAN, KING OF PORTUGAL. (London: 
Printed for Jo. Hindmarsh, 1690) 219 x 160 mm. (8 5/8 x 6 1/4”). 8 p.l., 

132 (i.e. 124) pp., [1] leaf. Lacking final leaf (epilogue). FIRST EDITION. 19th 
century half vellum over marbled boards, smooth spine, black label with gilt 
lettering. Macdonald 89a; Wing D-2262; ESTC R16736. Top corners slightly 
bumped, vellum a little soiled, but a perfectly sound binding with attractive 
marbling; title page with a two-inch curved tear emanating from gutter and 
touching a couple letters (but no loss), slight browning (first and last pages 
rather browned and soiled), occasional light foxing, other minor blemishes, 
but an excellent copy with none of the severe condition issues often found in 
similar works, and on the whole surprisingly clean and bright. $700

Esteemed by the Oxford Companion as “Dryden’s most complex dramatic 
treatment of a number of important political, sexual, and religious themes,” 
this tragicomedy was also the author’s first play to be written and staged after 
the Glorious Revolution (1688-89). As a Catholic convert, Dryden refused to pledge 
allegiance to the newly crowned Protestant William and Mary, and paid dearly for 
it--he was subsequently relieved of all appointments, including the title of poet laurate. 
“Don Sebastian” certainly ranks as one of Dryden’s longest plays, but was successful 
in its day as “a powerful drama whose themes of friendship, loyalty, true kingship, 
and love thwarted by destiny carried contemporary resonances.” (DNB) (ST15024o)



The Lovely Hoe-Bishop Copy of a Rare and Sought-After Work with Fine Portraits of Adulterers

10 (EMBLEM BOOK). PASSE, CRISPIN VAN DE. LES ABUS DU MARIAGE / MISBRUICK DES HOUWELYCX / MISBRAUCH DES EHLICHEN 
STANDES ([Amsterdam]: s.n., 1641) 145 x 183 mm. (5 3/4 x 7 1/4”). [44] leaves (complete). FIRST EDITION. ELEGANT 19TH CENTURY NAVY 

BLUE CRUSHED MOROCCO, GILT, BY DAVID (stamp-signed on front turn-in), covers with French fillet frame and floral cornerpieces, raised bands, spine 
compartments with floral centerpiece, paisley cornerpieces, gilt titling, gilt-rolled turn-ins, marbled endpapers and flyleaves, all edges gilt. WITH 50 OVAL 
PORTRAIT-STYLE ENGRAVINGS AND ONE FULL-PAGE ENGRAVING. Front free endpaper with morocco bookplates of Robert Hoe and Cortlandt 
Bishop and with engraved armorial bookplate of Hermann Marx; old seller’s description pasted on to front marbled flyleaf. Text in French, Dutch, and 

German. Franken, “L’oeuvre gravé des van de Passe” 1372; Brunet I, 22 (“rares et fort recherchés”); USTC 1010417. Joints and extremities with just a hint 
of rubbing, text lightly washed and pressed (in keeping with bibliophilic fashion at the time of binding), but AN ESPECIALLY APPEALING COPY--clean, 
fresh, and rather bright internally, with excellent impressions of the engravings, in a lustrous and extremely attractive binding. $15,000

This is the very pleasing Hoe-Bishop copy of a rare and much sought-after emblem book that cynically illustrates the pitfalls of marriage--primarily the 
problem of adultery. Wanton wives, neglectful husbands, pimps, madams, and lusty clerics who offer a comfort very different from absolution populate these sly and 
amusing vignettes, accompanied by rhymes in French, Dutch, and German. In portraits with wonderful period details, we see beautifully dressed women who accept the 
advances of courtiers to further their husbands’ careers, cunning servants who help arrange assignations for cheating spouses, discreet midwives who provide methods 
to prevent conception or attend the birth of bastards to ruined virgins, and distressed wives of brutal or unfaithful men, who seek advice from priests only to be taken 
advantage of. The second part of the book is devoted to the cuckolds of Italy and Spain, men pictured at the jobs that command all of their time and attention, while 
their beautiful younger wives assuage their boredom with handsome lovers. The final full-page engraving shows the satyr Pan driving a wagon of couples drinking 
wine and laughing, two of them holding a pair of horns with which they plan to crown a cuckold. Called by Moseley one of the most “polished emblematists,” our 



artist, Crispin Van de Pass (or Passe) was born in Utrecht in the final quarter of 
the 16th century. Like his brother Simon and sister Magdalena, the younger Crispin 
followed his father’s trade of artist and engraver. Our copy has passed through three 
important libraries. The great American collector Robert Hoe (1839-1911), founding 
member and first president of the Grolier Club, likely commissioned our tasteful 
binding. According to Beverly Chew, Hoe’s library was “the finest [America] has ever 
contained,” rich in illuminated manuscripts, early printing (Hoe owned a Gutenberg 
Bible on paper and one on vellum), fine bindings, French and English literature, and 
Americana. Cortlandt F. Bishop (1870-1935) collected rarities of great value in the 
fields of illuminated manuscripts, early printing, and English literature, and was in 
many ways the heir to the bibliophilic eminence of Hoe. Financier Hermann Marx (d. 
1947) was also a bibliophile of some distinction and a print collector who bequeathed 
some of the highlights of his collection to the British Museum. The present work, which 
exists in slightly variant forms, is uncommon in the marketplace and in institutional 
libraries. Our variant (with verses in French, Dutch, and German, rather than with 
English replacing, or partially replacing, German) is said by Franken to be the earliest. 
(ST15926)



Two Fine Paintings on an Exceptionally Rare, Beautifully Bound Dyspeptic Travel Book

11 (FORE-EDGE PAINTINGS). WEBB, WILLIAM. MINUTES OF REMARKS ON SUBJECTS PICTURESQUE, 
MORAL, AND MISCELLANEOUS: MADE IN A COURSE ALONG THE RHINE, AND DURING A RESIDENCE IN 

SWISSERLAND AND ITALY IN THE YEARS 1822 & 1823. (London: Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy; Dublin: William Frederick 
Wakeman, 1827) 220 x 135 mm. (8 5/8 x 5 3/8”). Two volumes. FIRST EDITION. VERY PLEASING CONTEMPORARY 
SEA GREEN STRAIGHT-GRAIN MOROCCO, ELABORATELY GILT, covers with gilt floral frame enclosing a central 
blind-stamped arabesque, raised bands, spine compartments densely gilt with floral tools and volutes, turn-ins with 
decorative gilt roll, light blue watered silk endleaves, all edges gilt. EACH VOLUME WITH AN ANIMATED FORE-EDGE 
PAINTING SET IN THE ITALIAN LANDSCAPE. Front pastedown with armorial bookplate of John Thornton Down. 
Spines slightly and uniformly sunned, joints with just a hint of rubbing, corners a little bent, volume I lacking free 
endleaf at the back, trivial imperfections internally, but an extremely pretty set in essentially fine condition, the bindings 
entirely solid, with especially lustrous covers, and the text clean and fresh. $2,400

This is the travel memoir of a rather dyspeptic Englishman who frequently finds himself appalled by the discomforts 
and immorality of locations abroad; but in contrast to the author’s somewhat deprecatory comments here, our attractive 

bindings feature fore-edge paintings that offer an idyllic view of Italian shores. In one, we see fishermen at work with their nets in large, drifting boats, a shining 
white city on the shore beyond, surrounded by green hills. The other depicts a busy dockside, with a man on horseback directing workers. A walled fortress rises along 
the rocky shore in the left middle ground, with washerwomen in the foreground at the left, and rugged, towering hillsides in the background to the right. These paintings 
have been executed with very considerable skill, are full of surprisingly well-realized detail, have very pleasing colors (with blues predominating), and bring a wide, deep, 
and convincing area into play. Although the paintings represent the most valuable aspect of this item, the book’s contents are of some interest as well. Little is known 
of the author, who served as Deputy Commissary General for the British army in Dublin, but a contemporary contributor to the “Quarterly Review” called the present 
work “a very singular performance, wherein a great deal of sound feeling and excellent observation is presented in a most peculiar style. The matter and the manner are 
frequently in curious contrast; but both are original.” Webb 
takes a cosmopolitan view of political and religious matters 
but (to our amusement) reverts to shocked provincialism when 
confronted with “respectable” Italian women who discuss 
in mixed company “female matters” that an Englishwoman 
would not mention to her husband or even close confidantes. 
“Minutes” seems to be extraordinarily rare, with just a handful 
of copies in OCLC (where this sort of work ought to be much 
better represented) and no trace at all in ABPC (back to 1975) 
or in Rare Book Hub. Not even considering the Dublin firm in 
the imprint here, the significant publishing house of Baldwin, 
Cradock, and Joy might well have been expected to issue a book 
like this in a substantial press run, but perhaps an exception 
was made with the present work. Our very decorative volumes 
would seem to constitute presentation bindings, and it may be 
that only a few copies were ever printed, with the intention to 
give all or most of them to friends and associates. (ST12936)



12 GERARD, JOHN. THE HERBALL OR GENERALL 
HISTORIE OF PLANTES . . . VERY MUCH 

ENLARGED AND AMENDED BY THOMAS JOHNSON . . . 
APOTHECARYE OF LONDON. (London: Printed by Adam 
Islip, Joice Norton, and Richard Whitakers, 1633) 355 x 230 
mm. (14 x 9”). [38], 1634 (wrongly numbered 1630), [48] 
pp. (collates as ESTC copy). Title page and Gggg4 supplied 
in facsimile; lacking final leaf (entries X-Z in “Table of 
Vertues” [sic]). First Edition of Johnson’s Revision. Recent 
period-style panelled calf, raised bands, red morocco 
label. Title page with border of vignettes (one a portrait of 
Gerard), decorative and historiated headpieces and initials, 
and 2,766 WOODCUTS OF PLANTS IN THE TEXT. Foot 
of second leaf recto with owner signature of Michael 
Coxe dated 1749, verso with pencilled notation “This was 
Michael Coxe’s Book from whose [illegible]; occasional 
early ink marginalia or neat underlining. Hunt 223; Nissen 
698; STC 11751; Brunet II, 1548 (“édition . . . préférable”); 
ESTC S122165. Second and third leaves with repairs to 
head and upper fore-edge margin (trivial loss to headpiece 
and a shoulder 

note), second leaf mounted on stub, leaf 7A1 with three-inch internal tear repaired (text slightly affected), 10 leaves 
at the end a bit browned and wrinkled and with small portions of the margin neatly reinforced, occasional minor 
smudges or stains and other insignificant defects, but the entirety of the text and its illustrations surprisingly fresh 
and clean, and with very wide margins; not without problems, but, by and large, an appealing copy in a pleasing 
unworn sympathetic binding. $3,750

This is the preferred edition of one of the most famous herbals ever published in England. The work made the barber-
surgeon and horticulturist Gerard (1545-1612) famous when it was first published in 1597, and it was still being used in 
botany classes as late as the end of the 18th century. Gerard based the work on experience in his own substantial gardens 
and as superintendent of several others in and near London, including various properties owned by William Cecil, first Baron 
Burghley, whose gardens were famous for their variety of plants and trees. Henrey says, notwithstanding claims that Gerard’s 
great work was more than a little derivative, he “contributed greatly towards the advancement of the knowledge of plants in 
England, and in his ‘Herball’ described and illustrated several hundreds of . . . native plants, including about 182 which were 
additional to those recorded in earlier works.” In 1632, the successors of Gerard’s first publisher commissioned Thomas Johnson 
(d. 1644), a well-known apothecary and botanist, to prepare a second edition. He did this so well and added so much (a valuable 
comprehensive historical introduction as well as half again as many woodcuts) that most people think of our first edition of 
Johnson’s revision as a first printing. Johnson “corrected many of Gerard’s more gullible errors, and improved the accuracy of 
the illustrations by using Plantin’s woodcuts.” (Hunt) Arber says that “the ‘Herball,’ thus transformed, reached a far higher level 
than Gerard’s own edition.” While this copy lacks the final leaf of the index and has two leaves in facsimile, its condition is in 
other ways quite attractive, and its agreeable price is meant to reflect its pros and cons. (ST15356)



The Best Copy We’ve Seen in Decades of this Grand Color Plate Book

13 HOLBEIN, HANS, Illustrator. CHAMBERLAINE, JOHN, Editor. IMITATIONS OF ORIGINAL 
DRAWINGS IN THE COLLECTION OF HIS MAJESTY, FOR THE PORTRAITS OF ILLUSTRIOUS 

PERSONS OF THE COURT OF HENRY VIII. WITH BIOGRAPHICAL TRACTS [BY EDMOND LODGE]. 
(London: W. Bulmer and Co. for J. Chamberlaine, 1792-[1800]) 570 x 430 mm. (22 3/8 x 16 7/8”). [75] text 
leaves. FIRST EDITION. MAGNIFICENT MID-19TH CENTURY DARK GREEN MOROCCO, GILT, FOR 
GEORGE RUTLAND OF NEWCASTLE (stamp-signed on front turn-in), covers with frame of multiple 
gilt rules and gothic-style roll enclosing a central panel containing an arrangement of rectangles and 
squares formed by multiple gilt rules, raised bands, spine attractively gilt in compartments with central 
fleuron and floral vine cornerpieces, gilt titling, turn-ins with bold gilt floral roll, marbled endpapers, 
all edges gilt (scarcely noticeable very expert repairs to front joint). WITH A TOTAL OF 92 PORTRAITS 
ON 91 STIPPLE-ENGRAVED PLATES PRINTED IN COLORS, CONSISTING OF 84 PORTRAITS 
ENGRAVED BY BARTOLOZZI as called for in Abbey, four of these before letters, seven printed on pink 
paper, 19 on thicker paper, AND EIGHT EXTRA ILLUSTRATIONS of portraits done by Holbein for the 
court of Francis II, all but two with protective 
tissue guards bound-in. Abbey, “Life” 205, 206; 
Ray, “England” 19; Brunet III, 259-260 (“ouvrage 
magnifique”). A touch of rubbing to joints, 
corners lightly bumped, isolated light offsetting 
from parts of just a few plates, occasional 
marginal foxing (more noticeable on the verso of 
the first two portraits), overall faint browning to 
a text leaf here and there, but A REMARKABLY 
BEAUTIFUL COPY, internally clean and 
bright, with fine coloring, and IN A STRIKING 
BINDING with few signs of wear. $22,500

In Ray’s words, “this magnificent work is 
surely the finest early example of English colour 
printing,” and our outstanding copy comes in an 

arresting binding and enriched with the plates from Holbein’s “Court of Francis II.” The collection 
of Hans Holbein’s drawings of the lords and ladies of the court of Henry VIII contains some of the most 
remarkable portrait studies ever made, and the group gives an accurate idea of the fashions and faces of the 
nobility of the period. A Forum 2018 catalogue entry says: “The originals, in chalk heightened with pen and 
metal-point, were made by Holbein during his two sojourns to England. They constitute preliminary studies 
for several of his most famous oil paintings. The drawings were originally in a volume now preserved in 
the Royal Library at Windsor Castle, called the Great Booke.” Abbey says it is “in every way a splendid 
book, the colour printing reproducing with extraordinary fidelity the original designs.” The earliest drawings 
date from Holbein’s arrival in England about 1526, and subsequent drawings were done almost up until 



his death in 1554. The engravings are remarkably lifelike and seem very 
modern, particularly where the portrait is left partly in sketched form. John 
Chamberlaine, antiquary and keeper of the King’s drawings, was responsible 
for making this publication happen, and it was he who sought out Francesco 
Bartolozzi’s expertise. An original member of the Royal Academy as well as 
Engraver to the King after 1764, Bartolozzi (1728-1815) was instrumental in 
popularizing the stipple engraving method used here--Ray tells us he was a 
“master” of the method, “particularly as used for colour printing.” There were 
two later reprints of this work, reduced in size to quarto, but Abbey says 
“the reduced reissue of 1812, reprinted in 1828, gives no idea of the book’s 
quality.” The additional eight prints portraying persons from the French court 
of Francis II includes Holbein’s famous image of Mary, Queen of Scots, who 
was at that time Francis’ queen. According to Abbey, that work was printed 
but apparently never “issued to the public until the stock was acquired many 
years later by Messrs. Bohn, who added them as a supplement to [unsold] 
copies of the earlier [Henry VIII] work.” Our volume was bound around 1870 
for Newcastle publisher and bookseller George Rutland, who perhaps had an 
in-house workshop. It is a pity that the binder did not sign his name because 
the binding is a monumental piece of work. Over the years, we have passed 
up the opportunity to buy various copies of this impressive but not especially 
rare work, waiting for one that achieved breathtaking status; this is the one. 
(ST15543)



14 (INCUNABULA). CARCANO, MICHAEL DE. SERMONARIUM DE PECCATIS PER 
ADVENTUM ET PER DUAS QUADRAGESIMAS. (Basel: Michael Wenssler, 29 May 1479) 

420 x 280 mm. (16 1/2 x 11 1/4”). [273] leaves (of 274; lacking initial blank). Double column, 
60 lines to the page, gothic type. Imposing 17th or 18th century blind-stamped pigskin over 
bevelled wooden boards, covers with multiple concentric frames of blind rules and foliate or 
palmette rolls, central panel of upper cover with oval wreath containing the figure of a haloed, 
hooded monk (St. Bernard?) holding a book and a lily, that of the lower cover with supralibros 
of the Carthusian monastery of Mauerbach in Austria; raised bands, two original brass clasps 
(lacking the head of one rivet attaching a strap). Rubricated and with hand-painted initials in 
red. Goff C-195; BMC III, 726; ISTC ic00195000. Binding a bit soiled and rubbed, but quite 
sound; isolated trivial smudges or stains, a handful of small wormholes to margins of last few 
quires, but AN EXCEPTIONALLY FRESH AND CLEAN COPY INTERNALLY, WITH VAST 
MARGINS. $12,500

This is a very attractive copy, 
with amazingly fresh leaves, 
of an imposing collection of 
sermons on sin for use in the 
penitential Church seasons of 
Advent and Lent, issued by one 
of the first printers in Basel. One 
of the few 15th century authors to 
have his works printed during his 
lifetime, Milan-born Franciscan 
friar Michael de Carcano (1427-
84) delivered sermons over a 
period of nearly 30 years in most 
of the major cities of northern and 
central Italy, including Florence, 
Milan, Mantua, Bologna, Venice, 
and Perugia. He was especially 

known for inveighing against usury--which he extended into virulent anti-Semitic attacks on Jewish 
money lenders--and was instrumental in the founding of “montes pietatis,” non-profit charitable 
institutions that lent money at modest rates. Originally from Strassburg, Michael Wenssler (ca. 
1445-1512?) matriculated at the University of Basel in 1462, and issued the first book from his 
press 10 years later. He was one of the first three printers at work in the city, where he operated a 
press that employed as many as 30 people and produced more than 150 works. Financial problems 
led him to flee the city in 1491, and he was subsequently found printing in Lyon, Mâcon, and Cluny. 
The Mauerbach Charterhouse on the outskirts of Vienna was founded in 1314, and continued as 
a monastery until 1782, despite onslaughts by forces of the Ottoman Empire in the 16th and 17th 
centuries. (ST15113)



15 JOHNSON, SAMUEL. PRAYERS AND MEDITATIONS, COMPOSED BY 
SAMUEL JOHNSON, LL. D. AND PUBLISHED FROM HIS MANUSCRIPTS, 

BY GEORGE STRAHAN, A. M. (London: Printed for T. Cadell, 1785) 213 x 137 mm. 
(8 3/8 x 5”). xvi, 227, [1] pp. FIRST EDITION. Pleasing marbled calf by Riviere & 
Son, flat spine gilt in compartments separated by Greek key roll, central patera 
with swag above and laurel branches below, floral sprig cornerpieces, tan morocco 
labels, densely gilt turn-ins, marbled endpapers, all edges gilt. Courtney-Smith, 
p. 158; Chapman & Hazen, p. 163; Tinker 1378. Joints very lightly rubbed, 
spine with (natural?) color variation and a small stain on label, a few signatures 
slightly toned and a handful of leaves with a dusting of faint foxing, light marginal 
dampstain on three leaves, but these issues all quite minor, and on the whole a 
very appealing set, with clean contents and in an attractive binding. $1,400

The private thoughts and resolutions of one of the 18th century’s most important 
intellectuals are offered here in a fine later example of English bookbinding. During 
the latter part of his life, Johnson (1709-84) was in the habit of writing out meditations at 
five important times a year: on New Year’s Day, Good Friday, Easter, his birthday, and the 
anniversary of his wife’s death. These “prayers” have a confessional tone and sometimes 
seem more like diary entries, as Johnson resolves to rise early, drink less strong liquors, 
keep a journal, and put his books in order. The text was printed from a manuscript, not 
meant for publication, that was in the possession of one of Johnson’s friends, who gave it 
to the editor George Strahan. The tasteful binding here demonstrates why Riviere & Son 
was revered for their designs and craftsmanship over a very protracted time. (ST15794)



Our New Study of the Kelmscott Chaucer Typeface, Each Copy with a 
Chaucer Leaf and Four Leaves from Incunabular Printers who Influenced its Design

16 (LEAF BOOK - KELMSCOTT PRESS AND PRINTING HISTORY). PIRAGES, PHILLIP J. LETTERS FROM THE 15TH CENTURY: ON THE ORIGINS 
OF THE KELMSCOTT CHAUCER TYPEFACE. A STUDY, WITH SPECIMEN LEAVES, OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE EARLY GERMAN PRINTERS ON 

WILLIAM MORRIS’ MASTERPIECE. (McMinnville, Oregon: Phillip J. Pirages, 2019) Text: 244 x 154 mm. (9 1/8 x 6 1/8”); Case: 502 x 372 mm. (19 3/4 x 
14 5/8”). ii, 75 pp. ONE OF 32 COPIES in linen-backed blue paper boards from a total edition of 165 COPIES. Bound in linen-backed blue paper boards 
(inspired by Kelmscott Press bindings) by Amy Borezo, who also constructed the case holding the volume and leaves. The book printed letterpress on 
Zerkall Book Laid Vellum paper by Arthur Larson at Horton Tank Graphics. Book layout by Jill Mann. EACH COPY WITH FIVE LEAVES: ONE FROM THE 
KELMSCOTT CHAUCER with text only AND ONE EACH FROM THE PRESSES OF FOUR GERMAN PRINTERS FROM THE 1470s--PETER SCHOEFFER, 
JOHANN MENTELIN, GÜNTHER ZAINER, AND ANTON KOBERGER. The incunabular leaves consistently excellent, with only minor defects, and the 
Kelmscott leaves (which were never part of a bound volume) in entirely fine condition. $1,950

This is a unique leaf book in the way that it combines three elements: a significant private press production involving people at the top of their craft, a 
scholarly commentary that contributes to a further understanding of the history of printing, and--most important--five leaves: one from the Kelmscott Press 
“Works” of Geoffrey Chaucer and four from books issued by German printers at work in the 1470s. The book has been printed and bound by hand by gifted 
professionals; the essay addresses a topic of significance to typophiles in a considerably more thoroughgoing way than has been done before; and the assemblage of leaves 
represents a powerful visual reinforcement of the text, as well as an opportunity to share in the ownership of four important incunabula, along with the extraordinary 
Kelmscott Chaucer. The story of the production is heavy on serendipity: 
in the winter of 2012, after purchasing a very incomplete copy of the 
Kelmscott Chaucer at auction, we considered the possibility of producing 
a leaf book, but because the Chaucer--universally considered to be one 
of the most beautiful books ever printed--had been written about by 
so many different people in so many different ways, we didn’t know 
what aspect was left for us to explore. The one topic we fastened on 
as thus far inadequately examined is the origin of the work’s typeface. 
We soon learned that Morris, who is known to have owned more than 
500 incunables, most admired--and was, consequently, most likely to 
have been influenced in his typographic design by--Peter Schoeffer of 
Mainz, Johann Mentelin of Strassburg, Günther Zainer of Augsburg, 
and Anton Koberger of Nuremberg. Over the course of the years 
succeeding the purchase of the defective Chaucer, we were fortunate 
beyond all expectation to acquire incomplete books from each of these 
four eminent printers. As a result, the present leaf book will allow the 
reader not only to read in the accompanying essay about the influence 
on Morris of his typographic forebears, but also to compare with his 
or her own eyes the resemblances between the Kelmscott leaf and the 
leaves from four centuries earlier. We have additional copies of this 
binding available at different price points. Please contact us directly for 
more details. (ST15039aB)



Extraordinarily Rare in General, and Especially 
With an Authorial Presentation Inscription

17 (MILITARY BOOKS - 16TH CENTURY ENGLISH). NORDEN, JOHN. THE MIRROR 
OF HONOR. (London: Printed by the Widow Orwin for Thomas Man, 1597) 187 x 

130 mm. (7 3/8 x 5 1/8”). 5 p.l., 93 pp. FIRST EDITION. PRESENTATION COPY. 20th century 
gray paper boards. Printer’s device on title page. Title page inscribed “Gyven to [name inked 
through, but perhaps “Thomas Langham”] by the author, Jo. Norden”; tail margin of title 
inscribed “Constantin Aclyn his booke”; 19th century ink signature of Benjamin Hynam on 
recto and verso of title. Front pastedown with early 20th century bookseller’s description 
pasted on. STC 18614; ESTC S113322. Boards a bit soiled but otherwise unworn, minor 
dust-soiling or browning to head margins, one quire a little browned, occasional trivial 
smudges or tiny rust spots, but an excellent copy, generally clean and fresh. $8,500

Written during a fallow period in the author’s regular career as a cartographer, this work 
emphasizing the importance of service to God for all leaders and common soldiers in the 
sovereign’s army was inscribed by the author to a friend or patron. One of several works Norden 
dedicated to the earl of Essex, it got our author into professional difficulties when Essex’s enemy 
Robert Cecil rose to power and was in a position to impede Norden’s career as a mapmaker. Norden 
quickly tried to push responsibility onto a “false Norden” from Kent (he was from Somerset), but 
biographer Frank Kitchen has established that the shared “interests, backgrounds, written expression, 
everyday circumstances, and style” indicate there was but one author. Though best known for his 
surveys and maps--including the first county maps of England to include roads--the pious Norden 
(ca. 1547-1625) also produced numerous works of devotion and prayer, among them the enormously 
popular “A Pensive Mans Practice,” which went to 40 editions in his lifetime. While his sincere 
religious sentiments are not to be doubted, it must be acknowledged that Norden was most moved 
to write these manuals when he was between surveying jobs and short of money. Aimed at soldiers 
of every rank, the present work urges the “necessity of the fear and service of God” and “the use of 
all divine virtues both in commanding and obeying, practicing and proceeding in the most honorable 
affairs of war.” Norden also encourages civilians to support and respect the military, and to pray for 
men-at-arms. This is an especially rare work: OCLC and ESTC find five copies in U.S. libraries, and 
except for the two copies in the Cottesloe Library, there seems to have been only one other--defective-
-copy at auction listed by RBH and ABPC. The present item is even more desirable as an extremely 
uncommon presentation copy signed by a 16th century English author. (ST15850)



The Earliest Natural History of New England

18 (NATURAL HISTORY - EARLY AMERICAN). JOSSELYN, JOHN. NEW-ENGLANDS RARITIES DISCOVERED: 
IN BIRDS, BEASTS, FISHES, SERPENTS, AND PLANTS OF THAT COUNTRY. TOGETHER WITH THE PHYSICAL 

AND CHYRURGICAL REMEDIES WHEREWITH THE NATIVES CONSTANTLY USE TO CURE THEIR DISTEMPERS, 
WOUNDS, AND SORES. (London: Printed for G[iles]. Widdowes at the Green-Dragon in St. Paul’s Church-yard, 1672) 
145 x 90 mm. (5 3/4 x 3 1/2”). 3 p.l. (first blank), 114 pp., [2] leaves (pp. 109-114 and final two leaves [ads and printer’s 
mark] supplied in facsimile). FIRST EDITION. Modern calf, the original cover of contemporary sheep laid down on 
front board, raised bands. With 11 woodcuts in the text, five of these full-page, and one woodcut plate, all depicting New 
England flora; printer’s device on final (facsimile) leaf. Front flyleaf with early owner inscriptions of William Maning, 
William Millward (dated 1688), and Thomas Millward (dated 1720), and with early notes on days in the month of July 
(perhaps a timekeeping log?). Church 618; Howes J-255; Hunt 322; Sabin 36674; Vail, “Frontier” 160; Wing J-1093. A 

couple of trivial creases to sheepskin panel, first 14 leaves with 
short worm trail to head edge, touching headline, intermittent 
minor (never significant) stains consistent with frequent use, 
but still a very good, surprisingly fresh copy internally, in a new, 
sympathetic binding. $9,500

This is an affordable copy of the much sought-after first edition 
of the earliest natural history of New England, with descriptions 
of native flora and fauna, illustrations of plants unfamiliar to 
Europeans, and details on the medicinal uses of various animals, 
vegetables, and minerals. Josselyn (ca. 1608-1700?) visited Boston 
in 1663 and from there set out to explore the surrounding region, 
devoting the next eight years to discovering and recording the birds, 
beasts, reptiles, fishes, plants, stones, and metals found there. In the 
text, after physical descriptions of the various animals, Josselyn notes 
any ailments that may be treated with their fat, skins, horns, or other 
parts. Goose fat is recommended for bloody flux, bear grease for aches 
and pains (“the Indians anoint themselves therewith from top to toe” to 
protect against the cold), and dogfish for toothache. Plants are divided 
into those that are also common in England, those “proper” to New 
England, native New England plants that have no name in English, 
plants brought to the New World by settlers, and English herbs that 

thrive or don’t thrive in the colony. Most of the text is given to the discussion of useful plants, with an emphasis on their remedial properties, and 
the illustrations depict those previously unknown in the British Isles. Josselyn concludes his discussion with a description of the appearance and 
character of Native American women, including a poem (cringeworthy from the modern perspective) favorably comparing the charms of dark-
skinned women to those of white women. The last section (here in facsimile) is a chronology of the history of New England. Complete copies of our 
first edition in desirable condition are uncommonly seen and bring very substantial sums in the marketplace. We purchased the present copy because 
it is an affordable example of an important early book on America, and we offer it with the same thought in mind. (ST15913)



19 POZZATTI, RUDY, Illustrator. PHYSIOLOGUS THEOBALDI 
EPISCOPI DE NATURIS DUODECIM ANIMALIUM. (Bloomington: 

Indiana University Press, 1964) 510 x 350 mm. (20 x 13 3/4”). 1 p.l., 44 pp. 
Designed by George Sadek and translated by Willis Barnstone. No. 66 OF 
325 COPIES (and 25 unnumbered copies for presentation), SIGNED by 
the artist. Loose as issued in gray-blue buckram clamshell box, paper label 
with woodcut on upper cover, gilt titling on spine. With 10 in-text woodcuts 
printed in gray-blue ink and 12 lithographs, 10 of which are double-page, all 
but one with tissue guards. With four-page prospectus and a scaled-down 
lithograph laid in. See: Norman Geske, “Rudy Pozzatti: A Printmaker’s 
Odyssey.” In mint condition. $375

This special collaborative project offers a fresh interpretation of the Medieval 
Bestiary, combining excellent book design with a new translation, and 
featuring dynamic illustrations by an internationally recognized painter and 
printmaker. As a genre, Bestiaries have been in existence since at least the second 
or third century A.D., often including illustrations as well descriptions of both real 
and imagined creatures and their allegorical significance in the Christian context. 
The present work is based on a popular Bestiary text attributed to Bishop Theobald 
of Monte Cassino (fl. 1022-35), reproduced many times in manuscript form and 
first printed in 1492. According to the prospectus for the present work, this edition 
is “a superb example of the book as an integrated work of art,” combining the talents 
of three prominent Indiana University professors: graphic artist George Sadek 
(1928-2007), poet and religious scholar Willis Barnstone (b. 1927), and artist Rudy 
Pozzatti (b. 1925). Geske calls this work “One of Pozzatti’s major accomplishments,” 
describing the illustrations as being “depicted with veracity . . . that is made certain 
in the virtuoso handling of the lithographic medium.” Originally from Telluride, 
Colorado, Pozzatti has spent the majority of his long career at Indiana University, 
where he established their printmaking department and co-founded the Echo Press. 
His work has been exhibited in numerous solo and group exhibitions worldwide, 
and can be seen in the permanent collections of dozens of prominent museums in 
the U.S. and abroad. (ST15816-21)



A Wide Range of Vellum Leaves from a Printed Book of Hours, 
Including Exquisitely Painted Full-Page Miniatures

20 (VELLUM PRINTING). LEAVES, OFFERED INDIVIDUALLY, FROM A BOOK OF HOURS PRINTED ON VELLUM. ALL WITH LIVELY BORDERS, 
AND SOME WITH FINELY HAND-COLORED MINIATURES. (Paris: Simon Vostre, ca. 1502 [calendar 1502-20]) 177 x 112 mm. (7 x 4 3/8”). Each 

leaf with at least a few (and some with many) one-line initials painted in gold on a red or blue ground, occasional two-line initial similarly painted, rectos 
and versos with FULL METALCUT BORDERS incorporating various floral motifs, acanthus, animals, putti, grotesques, biblical scenes, and imagery from 
the Dance of Death, THESE LEAVES EACH WITH TWO SEVEN TO EIGHT-LINE MINIATURES BEAUTIFULLY PAINTED BY HAND, with some liberties 
taken, over printed metalcuts. Bohatta 745; Van Praet I, 161. A touch of yellowing to edges of vellum, an occasional marginal blemish, but the vast 
majority of leaves IN BEAUTIFUL CONDITION, THE MINIATURES EXQUISITELY 
PAINTED and on the whole very fresh and deeply hued. $95-$3,500 depending on 
decoration

These leaves offer an array of lively and highly detailed metalcut scenes, from 
their border vignettes with a myriad of interesting images to the several splendid 
hand-painted miniatures, and taken as a whole, they comprise some of the finest 
examples from a printed Book of Hours that we have offered for sale. The uncolored 
borders, appearing on each recto and verso (except those pages with full-page miniatures), 
contain scenes that range from the delightful to the disturbing: jolly hunting parties and 
mischievous putti give way to apocalyptic scenes showing stacks of dead bodies and the 
gates of Hell, while in images from the Dance of Death, a skeleton sidles up to and claims 
members from all strata of society. Simon Vostre, a publisher and bookseller with premises 
on the rue Neuve near Notre Dame de Paris, was described by Fairfax Murray as “pre-
eminent” among those who produced Books of Hours in this period, and it is easy to see 
why: the present leaves reflect both a refined sense of design in typographic terms and an 
obvious commitment to careful presswork. Vostre also collaborated with illuminators, and 
the quality of the hand-painted miniatures here reveals that the original work would have 
been an expensive endeavor. The artists at work here prove their skill with an harmonious 
palette (mostly red, blue, and gold, often offset by green) and notable achievement in detail-
-garments and hair highlighted with gold, faces carefully molded and delicately rouged--to 
create balance, depth, and allure. Taken from a very defective Book of Hours, the small 
miniatures here feature images of various saints, while the leaves with full-page miniatures 
feature scenes from the life of the Virgin, the life of King David, and the Passion Cycle--but 
also include two that are more unusual: the Feast of Dives, and Augustus and the Tiburtine 
Sybil. Besides their obvious aesthetic appeal, these leaves also help to tell the story of the 
gradual shift from manuscript to print and encourage further study of the iconography, 
typography, and artistic processes that they possess. For additional leaves at various price 
points, including those with full-page miniatures, please check our website. (ST15778J)
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